
We are very happy to bring you our newest columnist, Leigh Householder.  A couple of times every month 
she will tell you about politics, and you will listen.  It will be impossible not to. Her words resonate. 

  
P O L I S N A R K I N G 

  
Agenda in a Bottle 

Leigh Householder  7.16.04 
  

Welcome to another season of incremental change where candidates promise to pick at the scabs of public policy 
failures ? one more year in Iraq or two? Social Security tapped in twenty years or thirty? Tax this or tax that?  
   
Party leaders ? on both sides ? slump unheroically toward the Center, taking positions that pacify the polls, that 
keep the TV pundits righteously indignant, that are aimed at controlling negative reaction instead of inspiring 
change.  
   
I propose an alternative, a legislative agenda that will stir progressive hearts and inspire those not willing to 
believe that we?re too entrenched in this mess to fix it. A government that can declare unprovoked war in weeks 
can rethink its course in four years. John Edwards, listen up ? this is the voice of your people.  
   
I want laws that automatically expire, proactive judicial review of nonsense legislation, and honest, 
understandable laws. I want to end corn subsidies to stave off obesity, pay a flat tax, enforce mandatory 
moratoriums on conflicting bodies of law. I want a legislative genie in a smartly-priced opaque Pier One bottle 
instead of another season of bland promises from smarmy politicians? doughy white faces. I want to rewrite the 
nation?s legislative agenda in ten simple wishes:  

 
     1. Ten-year lifetime for every law. Every piece of legislation will automatically expire after a decade and 

require an active resubmission and vote (not just a mass reauthorization voice vote) to win another decade. Too 
much time and money is invested combing the minutiae of aging law, too many of those laws are based on 
outdated perspectives that would benefit from the sunshine of another look. More importantly, legislators, 
definitionally, create laws. Without something else to distract them, these things are just going to continue to 
pile up. 

  
     2. Honest laws. It?s a rule of order that might require a Constitutional Amendment to be truly viable - Require a 

single and defined purpose for every bill before Congress, total legislation not to exceed three typed pages. Talk 
about sunshine! No riders, no 300 pages of hidden pork - completely accessible legislation (likely in 1 pt type!) 

  
      3. Proactive judicial review. Surely the gay men who had their lives turned upside down to fight for bedroom 

rights (Lawrence) were satisfied with the eventual outcome of the unwieldy judicial process and found the 
victory worthy of their lost privacy, friendships, and time. Don?t think so? This is the game of our judicial system 
? wait until someone is wrongly imprisoned, physically violated, or otherwise suffering before we consider the 
Constitutionality of (often obviously) flawed laws. A proactive judicial review would give activists the opportunity 
to question the Constitutionality of laws without martyring a life to the process.  

  
      4. Replace unions with one smart law. Unions have run their course and are now a bigger barrier than 

bridge. Three points will fit nicely under the new three-page limit: 
      a. Work week is 40 hours. Non-salaried workers are paid time-and-a-half for each additional hour. 
  
      b. Every employee receives a contract and a clear statement of company policies, including details on an appeal 

process for violations. 
  
      c. No company employee or officer can earn more than 14x that of the lowest paid employee. That?s the 

standard at Whole Foods ? and, although pricing there can feel at bit like shopping for veggies at Macy?s, they 
have proven that it is possible to run a principled business while still attracting top talent.  Other companies? 
Well, the average CEO makes 301x the average employee. That?s $517/week for the little guys; $155,769/week 
for one big, fat cat. 
There, done. Worried about benefits? See #10. 
  

      5. Flat tax rate for all legal bodies. Corporations, individuals, families. No deductions. No exceptions. Stop 
using the tax code for social planning and ?clandestine? fundraising. (Yes, I voted for the Viagra spokesperson.) 

  
      6. One Day. One Primary. The primary is quickly forgotten in the rush to the White House, but a surge of 

public opinion this year called for a single, national presidential primary date.  One day, one primary circumvents 
the media?s power to steer, shift and distort the process by creating expectations and defining events. Sure, 



there is a great historical reason for staggering the primaries, but airplanes, television and the Internet rendered 
that obsolete. Next time, the rest of us want a fair say.  

  
      7. End all Corn Subsidies. Originally started by the Roosevelt administration, subsidies stabilized the disastrous 

downward spiral of corn prices (due to over production) by establishing a system of price supports, backed by a 
grain reserve that worked to keep surplus grain off the market. The subsidies were loan-based and cost virtually 
nothing. Today we spend almost $20 billion and do nothing to control production. Corn flies cheap and 
unregulated onto the open market and manufacturers take fair advantage, producing corn sweeteners, corn-fed 
meat and chicken and highly processed foods of every description. Cheap corn, transformed into high-fructose 
corn syrup, is what allowed Coca-Cola to move from the 8-ounce bottle of soda to the chubby 20-ounce bottle of 
today. Cheap corn, transformed into cheap beef, is what allowed McDonald's to supersize its burgers and still sell 
many of them for under a dollar. Yeah, the story goes on, but suffice to say, the change in policy (Nixon) added 
200 calories a day to the American diet. It?s time for a change. 

  
      8. Be honest about Social Security ? Social Security makes it possible for people without savings (either for 

lack of planning or lack of resources) to have a minimum standard of living after blistering old age renders us 
unemployable. It?s a safety net - just like Medicaid. Due to population trends and economic/political realities, it 
will not pay currently-working generations back what they put in. And, maybe it shouldn?t. Or, maybe it should. 
Either way, we need a welfare for old age ? Social Security is it. Call a spade, a spade. (And, in doing so, create 
a sustainable program.) 

  
      9. Hold public universities accountable to their charters. If your mission includes service to the working-

class families of the region, do not unilaterally decide to build a country club / fitness center and charge 
mandatory $180 fees for it to every student. If you are a public university serving a mix of students with diverse 
economic resources, do not raise tuition 17% in one year. Schools that receive public monies should be 
responsible to fulfill the community goals specified in their charters, rather than indulging in prep school quality 
experiences for children driving their graduation-gift SUVs and toting Ralph Lauren luggage. This seems obvious.  

  
      10. National Healthcare. Free market medical care died a hundred years ago in this country. For better or 

worse, we?ve mired ourselves in a disastrous system of government price fixing (via Medicare/Medicaid) and 
ridiculous private costs while still leaving millions without healthcare options. Insurance companies bring 
excellent resources to the table (from staff medical managers to the simple, comparative efficiencies of the 
private sector). If it?s possible to administer a single payer system through regional assignments of current 
insurance players, so much the better. Elements of privatization in a national plan are a far superior alternative 
to the inflation, coverage gaps and exorbitant costs of today?s mix. 
Now, I just need to meet the genie. Until then ? back to being blue in a red state. 
  

 
Leigh is, well a lot of things, but perhaps most relevantly a freelance designer and writer, a business 
partner on the yellow brick road and an impolite conversationalist. She enjoys the view from a bike, 
bizarre conversations with strangers and, frankly, cake. Email her at emailleigh@aol.com or visit her on 
the Web.  
  


